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Nuclear transitions

induced by atomic excitations
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In the two-step pumping scheme far a gamma-ray laser, a.~
essential step is that of exciting tha w~cleus from a long-lived storage isomer to a nearby short-lived state that then
clecays to the upper laming lev~l. An ●xperiment is in
progress to induce this transfer by first exciting the
atomj.c electrons with W photons. The Incident photons
couple weJll to the electrons, which than couple via a
oton to the nucleus. As a test casa, excitation
:;r;::129~ U nucleus is being sought, using a high-brightness
W laser. The excited nuclear state, having a 26-minute
half-life, decays by internal conversion, resulting in
‘mission of
electM?”
‘p’’lsed
infrared
laser by
U which
is then
bombarded
produces
an anatomic
atomic beam
of
the W laser beam. Ions are collectad, and convmsion
electrons are detected by a channel ●lectran multi lier. In
-!? has been
preliminary experiments, an upper limit of
33
3
U1~tom
iq5the
obtained for the probability of uxciting a
W b am for one picosecond at an intensity of about 10
W/cm !!. Experiments with high~r sensitivities and at hignar
W beam intensities are underway.

lLxN!l!RQRsmIQN
In the two-step pumping schomo for a gm.ma-r&ky lasar, 1
most of the en-rgy required for a population invarsion would
be stored in long-lived nuclear isomoric statas. The
iscmerj.c nuclei would be separatatd and implantad in a solid
To achieve
host to support the Mossbauer ●ffact.
superradiance, the isomers would bo ‘gently” excited to
nearby (less than a few hundred ●V) short-lived nuclaar
states (interlevel trar,sfer) that would then spontaneously
decay to upper lasing levels. Achieving this intezlavel
transfer without ovarhoating or damaging the host i. a key
problem to overcome before demonstrating such nuclear
lasingo
For the case of photon excitation,
high-intensity
sources are available only for relatively low quantum
energy, and it is difficlllt to couple a near-visible-

wavelength photon directly with the relatively much smaller
nucleus. A promising solution is to couple the photon
energy into the atomic electrons so that t e electrons
excite the nucleus via a virtual photon. 2,!lt4 The incident
photons couple well to the electrons, and since the nucleus
is in the near field of the electrons, there is not a
wavelength-radius mismatch.
With current high-brightness
lasers the electric field of the laser beam is of the same
order as the electric field binding the electrons to the
nucleus. The nonlinear spatial and temporal response of an
atom to such laser fields can lead to amplification of the
laser field at the nucleus, to production of harmonics of
the driving field, and to fields at the nucleus of
multipolarity higher than one. It is expected that laser
intensities of the order of 1017 W/cm2 will be required to
excite a nucleus with significant probability.
In addition to the possibility of finding an interlevel
transfer mechanism (the heating problem may not in the end
be resolved), this work may find applications in the search
for nuclear states lying close to isomers, another key
gamma-ray laser problem. Also, this study initiates new
research: multiphoton absorption leading to nuclear
excitation.
TO investigate laser-atomic-n
● ar coupling, W9 are
searching for excita ion of the M U nucleus via a highbrighknass UV laser. i Tha signatura for ●xci.ting a
metastable state is delayed nuclear radiation.
In tha first
phase of tho experiments, tha nuclear ●xcitation is sought
jn a collision-freo ●nvironmont, to facilitate
xlttorpretaticm of th~ r~sults: tho nucle
is ko ba 8xcited
only by ●lectrons of its own atom. Tha ‘q’ U nuclaus was
chosan for the first ●xperimont, as it has tho lowest k
first-excited-stat. energy of any nucleus, 76 eV. The ‘q%
ground sta ● has spin and parity 7/2-; tho first ●xcited
state, 1/2! . Tho excitad stat., having a 26-minuta halflife, decays by internal convoraion, resulting in ●misaion
Tharno txmvaxsion ●lactrons hava a
of an atomic ●loctron.
distribution of energies, paking below 10 ●V and ●xtanding
tO
76 eV.

One of tho difficulties in performing this exporimmt
lies in the short rangs of those vary low-on-rgy internal
convarsiorl electrons.
After
irradiation by the W lamer,
If tho
tho uranium atoms ara dapositod on a surface.
dopoait is too thick, most of the convoraton ●lactrons will
not ●xit the surface. An it is difficult to maka an atomic
vapor pulsa of less than a micromocond in durat.ion~ wh,reas
tha ultraviolet lasar pula. is only 1 picosecond long, it is
necessary to aeloct only tho atoms that have lntoractod with
Tha ions
the UV beam in ordar to achievo high sonaitivity.

made by the W beam are swept out of the atomic vapor with
an electric field. Little loss of yield results, as
essentially all of the atoms that see the intense region of
the W laser beam lose at least one electron.

m

~ scheme of the experiment is thus to bomkard ?,vapor
L?atoms for about 30 minutes with a high-field
of
ultraviolet laser, collect ions formed, turn off the iasersl
and detect delayed electrons from the nuclear decay. mo
preliminmy
measurements have been made, the first at the
University of Illinois at Chicaqo, in collaboration with T,
S. Luk, C. K. Rhodes, and their graup, the second at the Los
Alamos Bright Sqqgce.
measurements were made
u and%~othU (as
Cas@:~,
a control).
with vapors of
In the first measurement, the 248=nm high-brightness W
bea~ was produced by the University of Illinois at Chicago
KrF laser system, operating with a pulse energy of 13 M,
pulse width of 1 ps, and repetition r.:lteof 10 times per
second. This beam was focused into the interaction region
with a 25 cm lens. A calibration of \.hebeam intensity was
obtained by measuring the distributicm of charge rotates
formed by the W laser in a low-press~.re xenon gas, in a
separate ion time-of-flight apparatus
This dis ribution
indicated that the intensity was 2x10i!; watts/cm 5 , in fact
which we expect
over an order of magnitude below that i!t)r
the nuclear excitation to bs obsawab.lwt
w38 f ~~ed bf laser vaporization.
~’he 235U vapor
A 1.5
U wire was supported h a small
6 mm long
tantalum collet in vacuum. A Nd:YAG (11!!)
laser with a pulse
enmrqy of 100 mJ and a pulse width of 20CI microsecmds was
focul~ed onto tho ●nd of the wire and triqqar.d
“justbefore
the W laser. Tho timing between th~ twn beams was
optinlized by ma
izing the number of ioYIm formed. Tha
density of the ?l!~
by comparing the
U vapor was ●sthmtod
charge collectad with both the IR and VV t~lmerbeams on,
with that (produced from background gag) uclllected with only
the W beam on (assuming the averaga charg. state to be the
typically
same n tha two caaas). Background gas prmsure,
The uranium
2xlo- k torr, was measured with an ion gaugu.
pressur~ during the Ull lasar pulse wa$ ast.immtedto be 10-4
torr.

mm diameter,

Two 4 cm diameter plates, spaced 1 cm apmrt, wero
centered on th~ int~raction ragion, on, blamed at +6 kV, the
other at +3 kV. Ions were collcctad thzouqh a 1 mm diametar
aperturs in the 3-kV plate. A rotatable catchar wheel, at
grouwl pot-ntial, was connected to a charga-sanmitive
preamplifier and amplifier for charga intecjrmtion.
Calibration of this charge collection system was achieved by
moaauring the output voltage whan the preamplifier was
connoctad to a silicon detector looking at alpha particles
of known enargy. Typical collection from ona UV pulse was

2X106 charges.
Ions collected during the 30-minute laser
were afterwards rotated to a point 6 mm from
bombardment
the front cc ? of a channel electron multiplier (CEM). The
CEM counts wt e multiscaled to map out the decay cun?e,
using a CAMAC based scaler system run with an IBM PC-AT.
Prior to the l~ser-based measurements, the systamatics of
tC acquisition system were
ecked by
the CEM and
L isomers emitted from a 238 Pu source onto a
depositing 29 !?IU
catcher that was subsequently positioned in front of the
CEM . During the laser-based measurements, continued
operation of the CEM was monitored by placing a sp~re 225U
wire in front of the CEM and looking at alpha particles.
This wire was mounted on the rotatable catcher wheel, but
its radiations were blocked from the CEM during conversion
electron measurements.

For the second measurement, at Los Alamos, the W beam
parameters and the vaporization laser parameters were
similar, except that the W repetition rat~ was 3 times per
second , and the vaporization laser was ~ulsed only once
uvery 15 U\r pulses (an optimized IR laser wa= temporarily
unavailable) . In this case the rotatablo catcher wheel was
replaced by a transfer rod that moved the collected ions to
a separate vacuum chamber whare tha CEM was isolated. This
configuration is shown in Figuro 1. The time-independent
background was reduced by a factor of 100 over tha Chicago
configuration, an the transient background balieved to come
from exoelectrons t was also greatly reduced.

The count rate shows a rapid fall-off with a decay time
of a few minutes, and somo variation of the background at
later times, presumably from ●xoalectron emission. There is
Control measurements
no evid~nce fcr a 26-m~
were also made with a ~wew;:yn”nt” No isotopic dependence was

obsorved.
Using the CEM ~f
‘
it is found that a sig:e:::fi:’:r:::~~h;:::;;:ro”rce
intensity in the focal voluma) laser beam for 1 icoswxmd
has an ●xcitation probability of less than 7x1O -~ .

ion
●xcit
An uppar limit has boon placed on the nuclear
!1
prob bility at a W laser intensity of tho order of 10
9.
W/cm
Iiigher brightnasoes aro axpected to be required
since tha
before nuclea= ●xcitations are obsonod,
excitation probability is anticipated to increase as a high
power of tho intensity of the laser field.

A paraboloid mirro ~7has n~wbeen added to the system,
W/cm , and a 35-microsecond-pulsedesigned to attain 10
length C02 vaporization laser that can be pulsed at the W
laser repetition rate has been installed. Measurem<~ts are
continuing.
~.
We are grateful to the staffs at the University of
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Schematic diagram of the experiment.

